Waka & Tammy: What The Flocka (Series 2)
8x60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Marriage Is Shocking
Charlie struggles to keep a secret from Waka, who doesn't want to see her grow up; Tammy does
whatever it takes to throw Charlie the perfect quinceañera, ignoring Waka's financial concerns.

2. Marriage Is Emotional
ammy channels her inner momzilla while trying to throw Charlie the perfect quinceneara; Charlie
grows emotional as the big day draws closer, while Waka becomes a supportive shoulder to cry
on.

3. Marriage Is Unpredictable
Waka and Charlie's bond strengthens following the quinceañera; Tammy comes to an alarming
realization; following a talk with her best friend, Tammy drags Waka to a counselling session
where she reveals a shocking bombshell.

4. Marriage Is Dramatic
While searching for her own identity, Tammy's stress reaches new highs when a stalker returns to
her life; Waka must decide between giving her the space she needs and taking matters into his
own hands.

5. Marriage Is Intense
Deb confronts Tammy about keeping a dangerous secret from her; Waka takes steps to protect
Tammy in an effort to win back Tammy's attention; Tammy turns to counselling for help for her
midlife crisis and has an emotional breakdown.

6. Marriage Is Stressful
Tammy gets angry in Baltimore when Charlie's off-and-on relationship leads to a tear-filled
breakdown in a restaurant; Waka is turned on by Tammy's flaming hot photos; Waka vows to win
over his wife and make her feel like an artist.
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7. Marriage Is Unconditional
Waka goes back to his roots when he brings the family to New York; Waka pulls out all the stops
for Tammy with a romantic gesture; Tammy and Charlie go to therapy.

8. Marriage Is Lit
Waka and Tammy's marriage is reignited when they navigate new ways to spice up the romance
and their sex life; Charlie blindsides Waka and Tammy with a shocking secret.
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